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Abstract—To understand the horse-human interaction, their
movement during trot are successfully modeled by spring-
damper-mass (SDM) models. However, whether the SDM models
are applicable to jump is not clear since jump is not an oscillatory.
To examine the applicability of the SDM models, we evaluated
the prediction ability of the two SDM models, an SDM with a
forcing function (Model 1) and an SDM with an active spring-
damper system (Model 2), using the trajectories of the centers
of gravity of the horse and the rider during jump collected from
videos, which include canter and jump. As a result, Both Models
1 and 2 succeeded to predict the observed trajectories for the
canter data, however, only Model 2 succeeded during jump for
the jump data. This implies that the rider changes its mechanical
property during jump.

I. INTRODUCTION

Horse-riding is the interaction between a horse and its rider
and the rider’s skill affects the movement of the horse. In fact,
the experience of the rider changes the oscillation properties of
the horse’s movement during trot [1]–[4]. Trot is oscillatory
and hence is characterized by the frequency, the amplitude,
and the phase, however, jump is not so simple as trot due to
its aperiodicity. Thus, jump has been analyzed from various
aspects such as the effects of the rider’s position [5], the
rider’s proficiency on jump [6], and the effects of the angular
momentum between the horse and the rider [7], [8]. However,
how the rider controls the body for jump is still unclear
since the rider’s movement during jump is not quantified
yet. One quantification method is to make a biomechanical
model [9]. Biomechanics is a standard approach to analyze
human locomotion such as running and walking, where parts
of a human are assumed to be rigid [10], [11]. One rigid-
body dynamics is spring-damper-mass (SDM) models. SDM
models are simple since it regard a mass as a point but
they have successfully analyzed human locomotion [12]–[15].
SDM models are also applied to the horse-human interaction
during trot [16].

In the horse-human interaction analysis in [16], that is,
modeling the vertical displacement of a rider during trot,
although the simple spring-mass model failed to explain the
displacement, two spring-damper-mass models succeeded it.
Here, one of the two models consists of dampers, free fall
systems, and a rider’s forcing function in addition to the simple
model, while the other equips a stiffness-varying spring, which
corresponds to the legs of the rider.

In this paper, we examined whether these models also apply
to jump. To do it, we collected the trajectory data of a horse
and its rider from videos, estimated the parameters of the SDM
models, and saw the estimation error of the trajectories. As a
result, the second model failed to reproduce the trajectories
but the third one succeeded it. This implies the control of the
rider’s legs is more important during jump than trot.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Data collection and processing
Two videos for jump including canter for the ap-

proach run (Data 1, URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GS8WGSPZAKU fps: 29.7 and Data 2, URL: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=Gtn2W8-QbjI fps: 25.0) were collected
from the Internet videos site (Youtube). From the two videos,
anatomical points of the riders and the horses were extracted
by using DeepLabCut (a tool for markerless pose estimation of
body parts based on deep learning) [17]. The scales (pixel/m)
of the videos were calibrated so that the horse withers height
was 1.6 m.

The anatomical points for a rider were the head, the
shoulders, the hip, the elbows, the wrists, the fingertips, the
knees, the ankles, the heels, and the toes. The extracted points
with low likelihood for estimation and those that appear wrong
were manually corrected. The anatomical points were used to
calculate the center of gravity (CoG) of each of the four body
parts (the upper body, the upper legs, the lower legs, and the
feet) as done in [18] and the CoG of the rider using

zG =

n∑
i=1

zG,imi

m
, (1)

where m is the mass, zG,i and mi are the CoG position and
the mass in each body parts, respectively. The mass of the
rider was set to 60 kg.

The anatomical points for a horse were the eighteen points
and were used to calculate the CoG of each of the five body
parts (the head, the neck, the trunk, the shoulders, and the
thighs) as done in [19] and the CoG of the horse using (1).
Note that we used more parts to calculate the CoG of the horse
than the previous study [16] where the CoG was the average of
the spinous processes of the sixth thoracic and the firt lumbar
vertebrae, because the horse moves its neck to maintain the
body balance during jump [5]. The mass of the horse was set
to 600 kg.
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Fig. 1. Model 1. SDM model with forcing function of the rider.

The CoGs were calculated frame by frame and then filtered
by Savitzky–Golay filter [20] for smoothing.

B. Spring-damper-mass models

We employed two spring-damper-mass models based on the
ones proposed in [16] to see whether the models for trot work
during jump.

In the first model (Model 1), the bodies of a horse and
a rider are masses mh and mr and the legs of the horse
and the rider are modeled by springs with stiffness kh and
kr and dampers with coefficient ch and cr (Fig. 1). Model
1 also introduced the contact factor ηr, which represents the
contact between the horse and the rider, taking into account
that the rider sometimes in a free-fall state apart from the
horse. In addition, we assume that the rider moves according
to a sinusoidal forcing function with amplitude Fr, phase
difference γr, and the frequency fr. In total, the dynamics
of Model 1 at time t is described as

mr z̈r = −ηrcr(żr − żh)− ηrkrεr

−mrg + ηrFr(0.5− 0.5 sin(γr + 2πfrt)), (2)

εr =
(zr − zh)− zr,η

zr,η
, (3)

ηr =
1

1 + exp(aεr)
, (4)

where zh and zr denote the vertical displacement of the horse
and the rider, εr is the strain of the rider’s legs, ηr is the
normalized contact factor, zr,η is the difference of the heights
of the rider and the horse, g is the constant gravitational
acceleration, and a is a constant that determines the maximum
value of the contact factors. We chose a so that the maximum
takes almost one (0.99 for a = log 99). In this study, zr,η was
calculated as the average during jump or canter.

In the second model (Model 2), the spring-damper system
for the legs of the rider in Model 1 is replaced with an
active spring-damper system that has two springs with constant
stiffness kr,s and variable stiffness kr,l. The stiffness kr,l takes
a sinusoidal value from kr,l,base to kr,l,base + kr,l,amp with
phase difference γr and the frequency fr, instead of the forcing
function in Model 1. In addition, the two springs have the

Fig. 2. Model 2. SDM model with an active spring-damper system.

contact factors ηr,s and ηr,l, respectively. In total, the dynamics
of Model 2 at time t is described as

mr z̈r = −ηr,ccr(żr − żh)

− ηr,skr,sεr,s − ηr,lkr,lεr,l −mrg, (5)
kr,l = kr,l,base + kr,l,amp(0.5− 0.5 sin(γr + 2πfrt)), (6)
zr,ηl = zr,ηl,base − zr,ηl,amp sin(γr + 2πfrt), (7)

εr,s =
(zr − zh)− zr,ηs

zr,ηs
, (8)

εr,l =
(zr − zh)− zr,ηl

zr,ηl
, (9)

ηr,s =
1

1 + exp(aεr,s)
, (10)

ηr,l =
1

1 + exp(aεr,l)
, (11)

ηr,c =

{
ηr,s (ηr,s ≥ ηr,l),
ηr,l (ηr,s < ηr,l),

(12)

C. Parameter estimation and trajectory prediction

In this study, we estimated the parameters in the models
from the observed displacements, zh and zr, using Differential
Evolution [21], an evolutionary algorithm for optimization.
Here, the objective function for the optimization was the mean
square error of the rider’s CoG displacement, as done in [21].
The search range of the parameters are presented in Table.
I, which was determined from the values in [12], [15], [16],
[22].

To see how much the models with the estimated parameters
explain the observed trajectories of the rider during jump and
canter, the differential equations in the models were solved
using RK45 in Python scipy liblary solve ivp. Here, the
trajectories of the horse, zh, were given from the videos.

III. RESULTS

We compared the predicted trajectories from the horse
trajectories by Models 1 and 2 with the observed trajectories
during jump or canter and found that both models succeeded to
predict the observed trajectories during canter but only Model
2 succeeded during jump (Fig. 3). In particular, the trajectories
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a) Model 1

b) Model 2

Fig. 3. Observed and predicted trajectories of the CoGs.

by Model 1 are apart from the observed ones after the horse
and the rider approach their highest positions during jump.

The difference between the two models is a forcing function
and an active spring-damper system. Thus, to see the differ-
ence in more details, the net spring stiffness in Model 1, ηrkr,
and that in Model 2, ηr,skr,s and ηr,lkr,l, were calculated. As
results, the net spring stiffness in Model 2 drastically changes
at takeoff and landing, while that in Model 1 takes almost a
constant value (Fig. 4).

IV. DISCUSSION

To understand the horse-human interaction during jump
from the biomechanical viewpoint, we examined whether two
SDM models based on the models in [16], which succeeded to
predict the trajectories during trot, can predict the trajectories
during jump, using the collected trajectory data of a horse
and its rider from videos. Model 1 is an SDM model with a
forcing function and Model 2 is an SDM model with an active

TABLE I
SEARCH RANGE OF THE MODEL PARAMETERS

search range
damping coefficient cr (kgs−1) 0-3000
spring stiffness kr, kr,s(kNm−1) 0-80
active spring base stiffness kr,l,base (kNm−1) 0-40
active spring increase stiffness kr,l,amp (kNm−1) 0-40
amplitude of the forcing function Fr (N) 0-1200
phase difference of the forcing function γr 0-2π
amplitude of the rider’s leg zr,ηl,amp (m) 0-0.3
rider’s frequency fr (Hz) 0-3

spring-damper system, whose mechanical parameters of the
models were estimated from the observed trajectories. Both
Models 1 and 2 with the estimated parameters succeeded to
predict the observed trajectories for the canter data, however,
only Model 2 succeeded during jump for the jump data (Fig.
3). The difference may result from the active spring-damper
system. In fact, the net spring stiffness in Model 2, ηr,lkr,l,
takes a high value before the takeoff, significantly decreased
after the takeoff, and increased back after the landing (Fig. 4).
In contrast, Model 1 failed to predict the trajectories during
jump. This is because Model 1 little changes the net spring
stiffness. Although we applied our models to only two videos,
their results are consistent.

The decrease of the stiffness reduces the height of the CoG
of the rider. This may reduce the power/energy the horse is
necessary to produce. In fact, the rider makes the angular
momentum against the CoG of the horse minimal so that
the rider minimally affects the horse [7], [8]. To confirm
this, we need to extend our one-dimensional model to a two-
dimensional one and take into account the angular momenta
of the rider and the horse.

The rider’s movement is important for jump, since the
rider’s proficiency may also affect the movement of the horse
[5]. To examine this effect, we need not only to extend the
model to a two-dimensional but also collect more data of riders
with different levels of the riding skill.
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